Ambient intelligence is an important element for the success of digital ecosystems which usually are made up of many collaborating distributed nodes. The operations of these nodes affect one another as chain reactions. When one node had failed, it could bring down the whole ecosystem. Dynamic buffer tuning is an ambience-intelligent mechanism because it has the ability to sense the ambient changes and then makes necessary proactive changes on the fly to avoid buffer overflow. As a result the end-to-end communication channel is more dependable, leading to shorter response time and happier clients. Therefore, dynamic buffer tuning should be generally beneficial to digital ecosystem system performance. In this paper we demonstrate this point by using the FLC (Fuzzy Logic Controller) dynamic buffer tuner to quicken the pervasive medical consultation response of the TCM (Traditional Chinese Medicine) Pervasive Digital HealthCare System as an example.
Introduction
In this paper we propose to use the FLC (Fuzzy Logic Controller) dynamic buffer tuner to shorten the response or service roundtrip time (RTT) of the pervasive medical consultation system, TCM-PDHS. The PDHS (Pervasive Digital HealthCare System) in focus caters to Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), and it is called T-PDHS hereafter for brevity. T-PDHS is a distributed digital ecosystem on the mobile Internet.
It consists of collaborating entities/species, which includes mobile devices (e.g. mobile phone and PDA), remote dispensaries, dedicated surrogates (specialized server entities with intelligence), and smart spaces that support different wireless technologies. The "FLC in T-PDHS" setup will be verified by simulations.
In pervasive consultation a physician can treat patients anywhere, anytime. What the physician needs is a mobile device to interact with the rest of the T-PDHS over a mobile Internet (or web-based) infrastructure. The mobile device hosts an intelligent logical agent, which can carry out different tasks including the following over the web: a) create an electronic medical record for the patient to be remotely stored, b) retrieve a patient's record for the current process of consultation and diagnosis, c) consult other remote expert physicians in order to make a more conclusive collaborated diagnosis, d) get computer-aided diagnostic analysis and supporting information (e.g. laboratory reports), and e) remote dispensing. The usability of a pervasive consultation system relies on various factors that include: a) correct information transfer over the web, and b) fast system response. The focus here is how the FLC ambience intelligence can help T-PDHS gain short pervasive medical consultation response to the benefit of patients. It serves as a demonstration example of how dynamic buffer tuning can enhance the quality of pervasive consultation. Figure 1 summarizes the web-based pervasive T-PDHS infrastructure as follows: a) It is operating over the mobile Internet that supports both wireless and wireline communications in a seamless fashion. b) The end-to-end client/server interaction can be wireless and wireline based. The surrogate server dedicated to a smart space maintains its own request queue [2, 3] . c) The T-PDHS has many surrogates which collaborate over the wireline high-speed network in the infrastructure. Figure 1 ; the "+" symbol means merging) before requests enter into the surrogate's queue. The pattern of the merged traffic can change suddenly and surge the surrogate's request queue to overflow its buffer easily. As a result, there would be widespread retransmissions that produce long service RTT (i.e. slow response) and even occasional communication blackouts. In light of telemedicine [15] for which T-PDHS is an example, such phenomena are not acceptable at all. A logical solution to prevent such mishaps is to ensure that the buffer always covers queue under all traffic conditions. This is exactly the rationale behind the dynamic buffer tuning paradigm [6] . g) All activities inside the channel for end-toend communication are considered at the system level. Usually a request sent from a client would be routed through many routers, which have their own local reception queues, before reaching the destination. To prevent local routing congestion a router may throttle any sender that send too much in a short time by choke packets. This process is called active queue management (AQM), but this does not lower the chance of overflow due to merged traffic at the user level (i.e. surrogates and clients) [6] . In affect, AQM may even inadvertently aggravate retransmission because the message could be dropped at the user level due to buffer overflow only after it has passed through the channel and accrued a long delay. This is an intrinsic cost/effective problem in the AQM approach. In fact, field tests of the basic T-PDHS prototype with no dynamic tuning support indicated that its response time would vary over the 24 hours. Our analysis indicated that the response time variations were caused by the transient mass transit population through the smart space [7] . This finding concurs with those by others (e.g. [4, 8] ). The mass transit can seriously increase the volume of communication between SFF mobile clients and the surrogate at peak hours. Although congestion may be alleviated by setting a maximum number of SFF-surrogate connections in a smart space, this solution cannot prevent surrogate buffer overflow due to traffic ill effects. The SFF-surrogate traffic intensity and pattern can change suddenly for the web follows the power laws [9] . It is especially difficult to predict meaningfully how/when traffic volume and pattern would change in a pervasive setup for wireless and wireline communications intertwine in a stochastic manner [10] . This paper is focused on how to apply the FLC to deal with the ill effects by traffic volume but not traffic 3 patterns. The negative impact by traffic patterns on system stability and response time will be investigated in the future work. 
Figure 2. T-PDHS login interface
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By itself PIDC does not have a safety margin and therefore overflows under serious perturbations [6] . The added fuzzy logic divides the PIDC control domain into a set of smaller fuzzy control regions, which are individually supported by a specific fuzzy rule or a "don't care" state. The fuzzy rules together ensure that the buffer size always covers the queue length in an adaptive manner by the safety margin. The inert "don't care" states require no execution time and in this way they contribute to lower the overall FLC control cycle time. Figure 4 shows the algorithmic PIDC operation. [14] , which is derived from the Central Limit Theorem and therefore predicts the mean of any waveform accurately. Being micro the tool runs as a logical object, which can be invoked for a prediction via message passing anytime and anywhere. In contrast, a macro tool must be installed at the nodes that represent the two ends of a logical channel before measurement can start. 
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. When the FLC control enters an inert "don't care" state, it requires no action. The inertness of the "don't care" states offsets the FLC computational complexity due the fuzzy logic presence. As a result the FLC execution time is comparable to its much simpler PIDC predecessor. As the example in this paper, Figure 5a is Figure 6a , the possible operations are: -,-,-and X, and the majority rule adopted by the FLC mechanism in this case selects the minus (-) operation. In fact, different selection rules can be formulated for specific aims. It is totally up to the FLC user. 
FLC to Shorten T-PDHS Service RTT
The service RTT in the pervasive medical consultation process depends on the average number of trials (ANT) to get a successful transmission in an end-to-end physician/surrogate interaction. ANT depends on , which is the channel error probability to cause retransmissions. The impact of on ANT can be visualized from the equation,
Conceptually encapsulates all the possible errors and faults such as buffer overflows, hardware glitches and software breakdowns. Such faults and errors can appear anytime because of the sheer size and heterogeneous nature of the Internet. Dynamic buffer tuning reduces by stifling buffer overflow at the reception side [6] . Several dynamic buffer tuners have been proposed over the years. The FLC is chosen for improving the T-PDHS response because of its good qualities: a) it is fast, b) it unlikely produces buffer overflow while in control, and c) it locks no unused buffer space like the PIDC. Locking unused buffer space lowers the whole T-PDHS system performance because this deprives other tasks in the system of memory needed for smooth and efficient operations. 
Experimental Results
The FLC usefulness for shortening the T-PDHS response time by eliminating surrogate buffer overflows was verified by simulations. These simulations were divided into two categories. In the first category known discrete waveforms or distributions (e.g. Poisson and selfsimilar) were generated to mimic the merge traffic ( Figure 1 ) in light of the IAT (inter-arrival times) among the requests to the surrogate SAP. These waveforms verified that the "FLC + T-PDHS" combination indeed work stably in known traffic conditions. In the second category wireless traces collected in the Hong Kong Polytechnic University [11] were used to verify that the same combination indeed work for real environments. In all the simulations the same waveform would simultaneously excite the two dynamic buffer tuners running in parallel: PIDC and FLC. The aim is to compare the results by FLC and PIDC under the same traffic conditions. The comparison would confirm that the FLC is indeed the right choice to yield a faster response for T-PDHS. Many simulations were conducted as follows: T-PDHS without dynamic tuner support, T-PDHS with FLC support, and T-PDHS with PIDC support only. The preliminary results indicate that FLC converges faster to the steady state than PIDC. There is also less oscillation in the convergence process. Without dynamic buffer tuning support the basic T-PDHS had frequent surrogate buffer overflows. Figure 6 shows how FLC rectifies the PIDC problem of locking too much buffer memory 7 even when it is no longer needed (as shown by point A). This PIDC shortcoming would lower the overall T-PDHS performance because it deprives other T-PDHS tasks of needed memory. The FLC rectifies this PIDC shortcoming by consistently maintaining the prescribed safety margin between the buffer length and the queue length in a dynamic fashion. As a result unused buffer space would be recycled to benefit other tasks in the systems. Figure 7 shows that FLC has a much faster and less oscillatory convergence towards the steady state reference, after some overshoots but the PIDC trend-line would reach this reference asymptotically in theory. This explains why practically the FLC is a much more accurate and faster dynamic buffer tuner than PIDC. The advantage of settling quickly to the steady state is lessening the chance for surrogate buffer overflow. This leads to more effective pervasive consultations in telemedicine over the web.
Conclusion
This paper proposes to apply the Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) to effectively support more dependable client/server interactions in the T-PDHS. As a result, the improved channel dependability attained through dynamic buffer tuning shortens the T-PDHS response time. TCM physicians in a smart space can hook onto the same dedicated surrogate to conduct pervasive medical consultations. Any transient mass traffic through the smart space, however, can create an unpredictable volume and pattern for the merged traffic into the surrogate's queue. This kind data volume and traffic unpredictability would surge the surrogate queue to overflow its buffer if dynamic buffer tuning is absent. If this happens, the clients/physicians in the smart space would lose their chance to benefit from the cyber foraging, which speeds up the response even more due to the intrinsic distributed parallelism in the pervasive T-PDGS computing infrastructure. The FLC can help prevent surrogate buffer overflow by ensuring that the buffer always cover the queue by the given safety margin. This makes the channel more dependable, as confirmed by the simulation results. Our analysis of these results indicated that FLC accuracy and convergence smoothness were actually affected by traffic patterns in different ways as well. In fact, at anytime Internet traffic can be stationary or chaotic (for unstable conditions). Stationary traffic can be SRD (shortrange-dependence) and LRD (long-range dependence). SRD includes Markovian patterns and LRD include self-similar and heavy-tailed distributions. Yet, observations from the "T-PDHS + FLC" simulations indicate that each traffic pattern might produce a specific and distinctive ill effect on the FLC accuracy and convergence smoothness. Thus, the next step planned for the research is to investigate what kind of correlations are there among traffic patterns and ill effects; for example, oscillatory convergence is considered an ill effect in the context of dynamic buffer tuning. If such correlations could be defined, then new ways could be proposed for FLC to shrug off traffic ill effects to the benefit of the T-PDHS response even more.
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